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                      “Davide will inspire you to engage the world with your story for positive change.”
–Brian Tracy
Photo by: John Antezana of Caliphoto Dreamin


                    

                  
                
              
            
          
        
      


      
      
      

      
        
        
         
 Give your audience more than information, motivation and inspiration.

 Davide has a uniqely profound, heartfelt  message to share with the world.
The secret to overcoming challenges, your biggest obstacles, and YOU 
 and improving your mental wellness.
...And it's available to you right now.

















Give them anUNprecededented experience that will empower them to take immediate, inspired action!
(and one that will positively impact their mental wellness, forever.)








Are you ready?







  Hi, I’m Davide Di Giorgio.
If you’re looking for someone to empower and motivate you to make positive changes and for those changes to last, you just found him! 
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  Immediately actionable, adaptable, deeply relatable…and it’s already been shaping and changing the lives of thousands of people of every age, background, and discipline for many years!
Whether you’re trying to impact your students, faculty, parents, administrators, or even executives–and whether it’s for 10 or 10,000–Davide will not only inspire your audience to change and to prioritize their mental wellness, he’ll also teach them exactly how to start doing it on the spot! If you’re interested in creating change, now, let’s talk! 























  
  






Warning: confetti and UNprecedented celebration may happen!






  
    View Speaker Kit
  








5 Reasons to Book Davide
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What audiences and experts are saying about Davide
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 Frequently Asked Questions:
+ We aren't sure we can afford Davide

For schools: Davide is committed the safety and wellness of your students and believes in working with every school regardless of budget limitations. One creative way to fund Davide at your school is to partner with a local company. Davide’s fee for speaking at the company may fully cover or subsidize his speaking at your
school. If you're willing to get creative, anything is possible and Davide will work with you.

Use the contact form below to  discuss even more options.

For organizations and conferences: Davide might be in your town or may be able to leverage being in your town for other opportunities. When Davide was a head of a department he never let budgets get in his way. He believes you shouldn't either and is willing to work with you to create win-win scenarios. 
Conatct Davide using the contact form below to discuss your event and budget.

+ Can he really handle high school and college students? What about executives?

Davide understands and takes a vested interest in the challenges of your community members.

For over 25 years (ask him about his secret to staying young looking), Davide has worked with students, teachers, executives, business owners, performers, presenters, and speakers across multiple industries. He has a long history of working with young people, as the head of a high school music department, theater producer and director, program creator for the high performing arts, yoga instructor and performance conditioning coach, and beyond. From middle school music, to the high school musical, college lecture hall to the executive board room, Davide brings an UNprecedented rich history, expertise, and legacy to everything he does.

+ Does Davide include breakout sessions and meet-and-greets?

Maybe it's because Davide has previously worked for all-inclusive resorts, when he comes to speak for your community, additional breakout sessions, Q&A, small group sessions with leaders, faculty, or employee groups, media interviews – all of these 'extras' can be arranged as part of the experience to best suit your desired outcomes.

+ What about travel expenses?

Especially for schools, Davide has a simple, UNcomplicated fee structure that is all-inclusive. No additional receipts or invoices to worry about. 

+ Is it David? Daveed? Daveeday? How do you pronounce it?

Born of immigrant parents, I was blessed with a great name! Capitals, a space, and as I like to say, a bonus vowel!

Truly, I'm every online data centre's and telemarketer's dream.

The Italian pronunciation of my name:

DAH-vee-de - That's a short e at the end, as in the word elephant. The EMphasis is on the first of the three syllables. 

dee-GIOr-gio - Think Armani with a prefix (dee). Here, the emphasis is on the first GIO. 

MOST IMPORTANTLY, gesture with your hands when you say the name. It makes all the difference!

Now you're speaking like a true Italian!







  
    CONTACT DAVIDE
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  Davide Di Giorgio is the #1 international best-selling author of Being UNapologetic, a speaker, Comparanoia® expert, youth advocate, and a speaking and confidence consultant for students, teachers, parents, influencers and celebrities.      
Davide helps people to unleash their most powerful gifts and talents and to express themselves with confidence and the ‘it' factor. Davide believes the problem we face isn't a fear of failure, lack of skills, or eve a lack of confidence; the real problem is Comparanoia®, something he’s spent his life researching, studying, and overcoming. Davide is on a mission to empower people to compare less and celebrate more to ultimately make schools, communities, and the world a much safer, happier, and more positive place. 
Davide's unique background in education, theater production and performance, and personal development provides insights on identity, achievement, learning, and leadership, required to achieve the balance of success and wellness. Davide believes our young are the key to creating communities and enterprises that will endure and become the model for all those who come after.
























  
  









  Customized Experiences for:
	Schools, Colleges & Universities

	Leadership Conferences

	Orientation/Graduation

	Pre-Service Teachers

	Greek Organizations

	Youth Organizations

	LGBTQ Organizations

	Women’s Organizations

	PTA Associations

	Service Clubs

	Administrator Conferences

	Retreats

	Fundraisers

	Direct Sales Conventions

	Corporations


Davide customizes every presentation to take into account your audience, community, and objectives.























  
  













  Why does Davide do what he does? 
Davide is on a mission to make Mental Wellness a mainstream conversation, and to give people, especially young people, the systems and tools to take charge of their total wellness journey.
>> Watch this heartwarming video << for insight into Davide’s history and why he’s so passionate about reaching young people and those who work with young people.























  
  









To inquire about booking Davide for your school, organization, or event, please complete the form below:
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      Thank you! Davide will get back to you shortly.
If you haven’t already, read about the story behind the UNexpected grand finale of Davide’s TED talk >> HERE <<
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